SLIDE ONE

Register for #AHA21

**Attend** virtually, from anywhere in the world

**Must-attend** main events

- Long-term COVID: Cardiopulmonary Translational Science
- Atrial Fibrillation in 2021: Prepare for New Directions
- Single Cell Profiles in Cardiovascular Disease

**Reconnect and build** relationships with colleagues and global thought leaders

**Claim** CE and MOC credits

**Instant access** to esteemed leaders and latest discoveries

#AHA21 | Register Today!
ScientificSessions.org

---

SLIDE TWO

**Virtual Opportunities**

**Instant Access** – attend the meeting virtually, from anywhere in the world!

**Discover the cutting-edge science** and technology advancing cardiovascular treatment in the learning studio sessions and the Science and Technology Hall

**Connect with your Community** – easily identify with your peers and prioritize programming based on your specialty

**Explore all of AHA 2021** – more time to navigate the event and discover new areas of interest

ScientificSessions.org | Register Today! | #AHA21